
Validity of the Research Diagnostic Criteria for
Temporomandibular Disorders Axis I in Clinical
and Research Settings

The authors of the Focus Article1 present a
critical appraisal of the Research Diagnostic
Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders

(RDC/TMD) Axis I and its classification system.
They recognize the impact that the cornerstone
paper published by Dworkin and LeResche in
1992 has had on clinical research.2 Research has
since yielded important changes and the authors
raise a number of important issues, some being
very well supported while others are more debat-
able. The authors conclude that the time has come
to update and broaden the scope of the
RDC/TMD, which should be more clinically ori-
ented and better oriented to treatment decision
making. My commentary addresses the major
points from each of the four sections of the Focus
Article. 

Clinical Examination

The authors draw our attention to the fact that
studies using the RDC/TMD tend to report much
higher prevalence of muscle disorders than joint
pain disorders. They see a potential systematic bias
in the examination protocol, which includes five
times more muscle than joint palpation sites (20
versus 4). Combined with the poor reliability of
several muscle sites (lateral pterygoid, temporalis
tendon, submandibular anterior and posterior)
included in the RDC/TMD examination protocol,
this would favor the report of more Group I mus-
cle disorders at the expense of Group III joint pain
disorders. I agree that these muscle sites may con-
tribute by themselves to reach the cutoff number
needed to rule in a diagnosis of Group I muscle
disorders. A recent study confirms the authors’
contention of the poor discriminative value and,
therefore, the false-positive rate associated with
the palpation of the temporalis tendon and lateral

pterygoid, two intraoral muscle sites included in
the RDC/TMD protocol.3 As suggested, I certainly
favor the withdrawal of these palpation sites from
the examination protocol. 

As pointed out by the authors, peripheral and
central sensitization associated with non-TMD
pain conditions are potentially contributing to a
number of misdiagnoses of TMD pain disorders.
When this happens, however, it is likely to affect
both the Group I and the Group III disorders. On
the other hand, I do not share the authors’ view
that a diagnosis of Group I disorder could be made
at the expense of a joint pain disorder because
there is an overrepresentation of muscle palpation
sites. The RDC/TMD allow multiple diagnoses for
conditions belonging to different groups of disor-
ders and, consequently, a muscle disorder diagno-
sis cannot be made at the expense of a joint disor-
der. We should rather question the diagnostic
criteria for a joint pain disorder and it might be
that the false-negative rate is higher than is gener-
ally assumed. In fact, the amount of pressure rec-
ommended for joint palpation (eg, 0.5 kg) has
never been really validated and at least one report
indicates that more pressure might be needed to do
a better assessment of the temporomandibular
joints.4 The same applies to the pressure recom-
mended for masticatory muscle palpation. As far as
assessing other clinical features of the masticatory
muscles, the issues are the reliability, interpretation,
and specificity of such information. We have to
demonstrate that it improves the accuracy of our
diagnoses and influences the treatment decision.

Diagnostic Algorithm

The authors use the results of two studies and
question the validity and relevance of the preva-
lence data derived from research conducted with
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the RDC/TMD.5,6 In both cases the patients were
recruited from a TMD clinic; therefore, these
results are not surprising at all and apply to a simi-
lar population. The characteristics of each study
population certainly account for the differences
seen in the prevalence reported for Group I condi-
tions. Cultural differences and genetic back-
grounds are also plausible explanations for the
difference seen worldwide in the frequency of
TMD subtypes.7 The authors seem to find the cut-
off point for the muscle sites tender to palpation
on the side of the ongoing pain is too low. One has
to look at the impact such a change would have on
the false-negative rate. The best way to find the
balance between sensitivity and specificity is to use
a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve and
see what happens with different cutoff points.  

As the authors note, the clinical algorithm lead-
ing to the diagnosis of muscle and joint disorders
needs revision as new knowledge becomes avail-
able. They suggest a list of potential criteria and
they certainly have legitimate reasons to propose
them. But first, one needs to know the reliability of
the procedures associated with the data collection,
and second, serious consideration should be given
to criteria shown to improve the overall sensitivity
and specificity of the diagnostic algorithm. What is
important to assess with multiple criteria is the
increment of the discriminative value that is associ-
ated with each additional criteria.  As for Group II
disorders, we can question the addition of a crite-
rion like “loudness of a click” knowing that
assessment of joint sounds has the lowest intra-
and interexaminer reliability. That type of infor-
mation is highly subjected to interpretation even
after the calibration of examiners. Moreover, we
have no data indicating that it has a significant
meaning for the gradation of the Group II disor-
ders or the treatment decision.

Reliability and Validity

As underlined by the authors, the reliability of the
clinical examination procedures recommended for
the RDC/TMD varies according to the signs and
symptoms that are targeted by the assessment. The
two types of reliability studies that have been con-
ducted with the RDC/TMD assessed the repro-
ducibility of the examination procedures and the
reliability of the diagnostic classification scheme
embedded in the RDC/TMD. However, both types
of studies require different sample sizes and types
of subjects. The guidelines cited by the authors are
certainly appropriate for testing the reliability of

an examination procedure. Enough subjects with
the signs and symptoms are needed to prevent any
systematic bias. Thus, it is relevant to exclude sub-
jects with only Group II or III disorders for such a
study. On the other hand, these guidelines are
inappropriate when the goal is to test the reliability
of a diagnostic classification. One needs a bigger
sample size and enough subjects with the different
disorder subtypes to reliably test each component
of the classification scheme. This has been clearly
shown in the study the authors are referring to on
the reliability of the RDC/TMD diagnosis.8

Regarding the gold standard, I agree with the
authors’ comment that it does not solve the valid-
ity issues. However, a gold standard serves as a
reference and is needed even though the cause of a
condition is unknown. In the medical sciences we
search for the truth which is “out there” and the
gold standard becomes the best approximation one
can make of it. We also have to define the gold
standard according to the clinical context.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the tem-
poromandibular joint has become the gold stan-
dard for the diagnosis of disc derangement. It has
been shown that almost one out of three TMD
patients with a negative clinical diagnosis of joint
disorders according to the RDC/TMD have a posi-
tive MRI finding of the temporomandibular
joint.9–11 The question that arises is “What conclu-
sion can we draw when there is no history and no
pain upon joint palpation?” An MRI diagnosis of
disc derangement is hard to refute, although dis-
agreement between examiners does happen. The
weight given to MRI findings becomes an issue in
the treatment decision knowing that up to 30% of
normal subjects can have a disc derangement.12

For joint pain, the patient report is probably a
much better gold standard than the MRI find-
ings.13 That is to say, an MRI finding does not
invalidate the absence of joint pain.

Clinical Setting

The authors mention that the RDC/TMD classify
essentially nonspecific temporomandibular condi-
tions. Still nowadays, the most common diagnoses
among the TMD are those falling under the
umbrella of nonspecific musculoskeletal pain con-
ditions.14 They also remind us that the aim of the
RDC/TMD was to cover the most common TMD
for clinical research purposes.

For clinical purposes, the authors are clearly
expressing their preference for the American
Academy of Orofacial Pain (AAOP) classification
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because it has a broader scope. The AAOP also
provides a set of diagnostic criteria for each TMD
included in the classification scheme as does the
RDC/TMD. The authors continue by saying that
“if therapeutic decisions are restricted to
RDC/TMD Axis I and II categorizing only, this
would mean patient neglect.” It is based merely on
the assumption that clinicians are likely to limit
their reasoning process to the list of disorders
included in the bottom half of Fig 1 of the Focus
Article. It also means that clinicians using the
RDC/TMD are less likely to rule out other poten-
tial orofacial pain conditions that are able to
mimic the clinical presentation of common TMD.
However, the authors do not substantiate their
view with any evidence that it has been detrimen-
tal to patients to use the RDC/TMD. 

I do not support the authors’ view that what is
good for clinical research is not appropriate for
clinical use. This would mean less stringent stan-
dards for clinical use and an increased risk of gath-
ering unreliable data that contribute to question-
able diagnoses and poor treatment decisions. With
classification systems developed for widespread
use, it certainly helps to know the reliability and
validity of a given system and, right now, we only
have data for the RDC/TMD classification scheme.
As pointed out by the authors when they refer to
the RDC/TMD, meeting the AAOP criteria does
not necessarily predict the underlying condition.  

I conclude by saying that the authors of the
Focus Article have raised a number of relevant
issues that will  certainly contribute to the
improvement of the RDC/TMD. As taxonomic
classifications are not updated at the same pace as
new knowledge emerges, clinicians must be famil-
iar with the diagnostic space and therefore the
limitations associated with any classification sys-
tem they elect to use when dealing with orofacial
pain patients. 
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